Program MC Impulse Summer School – FINAL

Date
June 25-26th 2013

Location
June 25th
Thales Nederland BV, Haaksbergerstraat 49, 7554 PA Hengelo

June 26th
Twente University, Drienerloaan 5, 7522 NB Enschede

Contact
Victor Paashuis
victor.paashuis@nl.thalesgroup.com
+31 (74) 2453086

X Sens, Pantheon 6a, 7521 PR Enschede

JUNE 25th - DAY 1 @ Thales Nederland

08:30  Bus from Hampshire City Hotel to Thales

09:00  Coffee & welcome

09:30  Introduction to Thales Sensors
Focus: diversity of innovations needed
Rene de Jongh

10:00  Processing @ Thales Sensors
Focus: how does processing fit in the bigger picture
Martin Podt

10:30  Factory tour & product visit
Focus: diversity of solutions & developments
Ben Jansen

12:30  Lunch Break

14:00  Fellows presentations – part 1

14:00  M. Bocquel (Thales) - Integrated information extraction

14:40  F. Katsilieris (Thales) - Sensor management aspects

15:20  M. Syldatk (Linkoping University) - Localization and calibration of ground sensors

16:00  Break

16:20  Life After PhD
Hans Driessen
Victor Paashuis

17:20  End of meeting @ Thales

17:30  Bus from Thales to Hampshire City Hotel

18:30  Dinner @ Intenzo
Enschedesestraat 7, 7551 EE Hengelo – www.intenzo.nl
08:30  Bus from Hampshire City Hotel to Twente University
09:00  Coffee & welcome @ Twente University
09:30  Fellows presentations – part 2
       09:30  K. Tzavella (FKIE Fraunhofer) - Sensor and map assistance for search and rescue teams
       10:10  G. Mathai (Linkoping University) - Track-Before-Detect based on acoustic sensors
       10:50  BREAK
       11:10  N. Petrov (Lancaster University) - Monte Carlo Methods for Extended and Group Object Tracking
       11:50  M. Kok (Linkoping University) - Localization and mapping using magnetometers
       12:30  End of presentations
12:45  Lunch
13:55  Transport from Twente University to Xsens
14:10  Visit Xsens
16:10  Drinks
17:00  End of Summer School

Location @ Twente University: building 9 - Citadel, Room H-327

Hotel recommendation
HAMPSHIRE CITY HOTEL**** - HENGELO
B.P. Hofstedestraat 50, 7551 DG Hengelo
Tel.: +31-74-8516800 - E-mail: info.cityhengelo@hampshire-hotels.com
Website: www.hampshire-hotels.com/hampshire-city-hotel-hengelo
Price: € 98,00 incl. breakfast - When booking please mention: Thales MC Impulse